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Lol dolls glitter series pictures

Image not available forColour: Buscador visual Cute little L.O.L. Surprise dolls from the series Glitter Uso editorial: esta imagen puede ser utilizada nicamente con fines editorial articles. El uso de esta imagen con fines publicitarios, promocionales o comerciales no este permitido, no ser que el
licenciatario cuente con permisos adicionales. 123RF no ofrece ning'n servicio para tramitar permisos adicionales. Palabras Clave de las Imeguenes de Archive Imegenes similarities Image: AmazonLOL Surprise! Glam Glitter series is the long-awaited Wave 2 super popular, super hard to find Glitter
series. Glitter Series Wave 1 is a special, limited edition with only 12 Series 1 dolls relaunched with extra shiny hair, new outfits, and all new accessories. You can still find a few around if you look hard (or spend money on Amazon). LOL Surprise Glam Glitter takes all the things we loved from the Glitter
series and does it again with new versions of the series 2 cuties. Check out the price of the LOL Surprise Glam Glitter series now. Here's what you need to know about the series.1 Surprise ball packing pearly pink. While packing pearly pink, the ball inside is black (white for ultra-rare dolls). The doll shown
at the front is a version of Glam Glitter Sugar from Series 2. Picture: Amazon2. There are 12 tots dolls in the series. Some of the most popular dolls from series 2 have been returned with glitter and new outfits in the series. The Dazzled Glam Glitter series dolls currently include: Kitty's Queen
SugarSpeccocococut z.T.Court ChampIt BabyD.J.Neon . T.Curious.T.Brrr B.B.Cherry3. The clothes in this series are different from the same dolls in series 2.Since the same dolls are being renewed, you might think that the Glam Glitter series is not worth buying. That's definitely true! The same cutouts
get different outfits (and hair glitter) this time. For example, in the 2nd series the DJ was wearing a gold jacket and black shorts. In the LOL Surprise Glam Glitter series, she wears a cap-sleeve gold top and black skirt. Images: MGA Entertainment4. There are no Lil sisters for this series. While lils are part
of most of the other series, there are no Lil Sisters in this series. All dolls are fabulous, rare or ultra-rare. Glitter Series Wave 1 was super popular, so expect the same from Wave 2. If you see the Glam Glitter ball, buy it!6. These dolls actually have a shine on them. These dolls have glitter stuck to their
hair and accessories. In the first run of the original Glitter series, the brilliance was not provided properly, so it was common for the brilliance to move away. Luckily, the creators of the dolls lol learned a thing or two, and if you buy lol Surprise! Dolls series Glam Glitter today, they are unlikely to leave a
shine in everything. The dolls also have pearly rainbows on their hair or outfits (such as ball packaging). Picture: Amazon7. Glam Glitter dolls have 7 surprises. Like dolls in other series, unpacking dolls in this Includes 7 layers of surprises: Secret message stickerWater surprise
stickerBottleShoesOutfitAccessoryDoll Image: MGA Entertainment9. Each doll has 1 in 4 water surprises. LOL Surprise collector poster lets us know what water surprise your kid's doll with have. Each doll is shouting, spitting, ringing, or changing color. Even if 2 surprises are listed on the poster, the doll
will only make one. This means that if you get 2 different cherry glam glitters, one can ring and the other can spit. Now that you know all about the series, let's introduce the dolls! LOL Surprise Glam Glitter SeriesCheck price on lol Surprise Glam Glitter Series now. LOL Doll and Description OF THE LoL
Doll and DescriptionKichi the queen club: Glitterati Rarity: Ultra-rare surprise water: spitsThe queen club: Glitterati rarity: Rare Water Surprise: criesSugar Club: Opposites of Rarity: Fabulous Water Surprise: ColorSpice Club Changes: Opposites of Rarity: Fabulous Surprise Water: Fabulous Surprise
Water: Fabulous Surprise Water: Screams Club: Rarity Theatre: Fabulous Water Surprise: Ringing or Shouting Court Champ Club: Sporting Rarity: Fabulous Surprise Water: Spits or CriesIt Baby Club : Glam Rarity: Fabulous Water Surprise: Braids or Ringing. Club: Hip-hop rarity: Fabulous water
surprise: ringing or screamingNeon z.T. Club: Cosplay Rarity: Fabulous Water Surprise: Spits or CriesCurious C.T. Club: Storybook Rarity: Fabulous Water Surprise: Spits or Ringing Brrr B.B. Club: Chill Out Rarity: Fabulous Water Surprise: Ringing or ShoutingCherry Club: Retro Rarity: Fabulous Water
Surprise: Spit or Cries LOL Surprise Your Favorite? Image: AmazonSeries Collector PosterDownload original from L.O.L. MGA Entertainment. Image: MGA EntertainmentGlam Glitter Series Unboxing VideosLooking buy LOL Surprise! Glam Glitter dolls? Check the price on Amazon.Looking for other doll
products lol? Check out our Shop with links to the most reputable sellers on Amazon.Want More lol dolls with glitter? If your kid wants more dolls with glitter, but you don't want to risk getting duplicates from this, try these other series lol and toys with dolls that have glitter: shine:
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